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Last week, reports appearing in the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and several news
wires declared that negotiations between the Mexican government and its foreign commercial
bank creditors were proceeding at a slow pace. Bankers objected to Mexico's proposal for new
credit, and expressed uncertainty about incentives from the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank. As of May 4, the banks had rejected Mexico's request for interim financing prior to
the conclusion of a broad-based debt refinancing package. Mexico's initial proposal included a
package of new loans and debt reduction totaling $4 billion a year over six years. There would be
two forms of debt reduction. First, the principal would be reduced through the exchange of "old
debt" for new securities at around 50% of face value. The interest rate on the securities would be
set at market levels. The other option is to reduce interest payments via a similar swap of loans for
securities on which the interest would be reduced by half. Next, Mexico requested $4.5 billion in
new loans over a six-year period, capitalization of interest currently owed. Mexico is negotiating
with a committee of 15 banks representing more than 300 creditor banks. Of the country's $100
billion outstanding debt, 75% is owed to banks. According to the May 8 issue of the business daily
Financial Times, the IMF is willing to disburse $3.6 billion it has approved for Mexico prior to the
conclusion of an agreement with commercial banks. The schedule for disbursement is to be defined
during meetings with Fund officials at the end of May or in early June. The Times also pointed out
that alongside the IMF meeting, the World Bank will soon announce a decision on three loans for
Mexico totaling $1.5 billion. Unidentified sources told the Times that a third of the combined loans
$5.1 billion will be used by the Mexican government for purchasing old debt that is to be exchanged
at discounted prices for new securities. Since May 4, the Mexican government has changed its
economic projections for 1989. Under earlier projections presented to the banks, Mexico calculated
oil export revenues based on an average $10 per barrel. Late last week, Mexico City changed the
average price to $12. As a result of the per barrel price change, Mexico reduced its request for new
loans from $4.5 billion to $4 billion. (Basic data from Wall Street Journal, Xinhua, 05/03/89; New York
Times, 05/05/89; Notimex, 05/04/89, 05/08/89)
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